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ABSTRACT
Context. The analysis of astronomical interferometric data is often performed on the images obtained after deconvolv-
ing the interferometer’s point spread function (PSF). This strategy can be understood (especially for cases of sparse
arrays) as fitting models to models, since the deconvolved images are already non-unique model representations of the
actual data (i.e., the visibilities). Indeed, the interferometric images may be affected by visibility gridding, weighting
schemes (e.g., natural vs. uniform), and the particulars of the (non-linear) deconvolution algorithms. Fitting models to
the direct interferometric observables (i.e., the visibilities) is preferable in the cases of simple (analytical) sky intensity
distributions.
Aims. We present UVMULTIFIT, a versatile library for fitting visibility data, implemented in a Python-based frame-
work. Our software is currently based on the CASA package, but can be easily adapted to other analysis packages,
provided they have a Python API.
Methods. The user can simultaneously fit an indefinite number of source components to the data, each of which depend
on any algebraic combination of fitting parameters. Fits to individual spectral-line channels or simultaneous fits to all
frequency channels are allowed.
Results. We have tested the software with synthetic data and with real observations. In some cases (e.g., sources with
sizes smaller than the diffraction limit of the interferometer), the results from the fit to the visibilities (e.g., spectra of
close by sources) are far superior to the output obtained from the mere analysis of the deconvolved images.
Conclusions. UVMULTIFIT is a powerful improvement of existing tasks to extract the maximum amount of information
from visibility data, especially in cases close to the sensitivity/resolution limits of interferometric observations.
Key words. techniques:interferometric – methods:data analysis
1. Introduction
An astronomical interferometer does not scan the sky in-
tensity distribution directly; instead, it takes samples of its
Fourier transform1 (these are the so-called visibilities; e.g.,
Thomson, Moran & Swenson 1986). If the number of ele-
ments in the interferometer is large and the spatial distribu-
tion of the array is not sparse, the structure of the observed
sources can be recovered with a high fidelity, using non-
linear image-reconstruction (i.e., deconvolution) algorithms
(e.g., Cornwell & Willkinson 1981). However, if the array is
sparse (e.g., very long baseline interferometry, VLBI), the
image reconstruction may depend strongly on the particu-
lars of the deconvolution algorithm. Hence, the images re-
sulting from these reconstruction algorithms are not direct
and unique representations of the data, but rather non-
unique interpretations of the actual measurements. Any
analysis based on interferometric images (especially those
coming from sparse arrays) therefore needs to be under-
stood as fitting models to models, in the sense that the im-
ages themselves are the result of a non-linear mapping from
the Fourier domain into the sky plane. This problem can
be especially important when comparing images at differ-
ent frequencies, epochs, or taken with different interferom-
Send offprint requests to: e-mail: mivan@chalmers.se
1 Valid for small fields of view (e.g. Cornwell et al. 2008)
eters, unless the imaging process of the different datasets is
performed self-consistently. For instance, Mart´ı-Vidal et al.
(2011a) compared a self-consistent image-based analysis
and a visibility model-fitting analysis, both applied to real
VLBI observations of a radio supernova.
The structure of the observed sources is often simple
and/or can be parametrized using simple models (e.g., cir-
cular or elliptical rings, discs, or Gaussians; or as a linear
combination of simple components). In these cases, it is pos-
sible to bypass the imaging of the visibilities and work di-
rectly on the interferometric measurements, fitting a model
to the visibilities instead of to the images obtained from de-
convolution algorithms. This direct approach can be more
fruitful than imaging in cases when the sources are very
small (compared with the synthesized beam) and/or have
a low signal-to-noise ratio. This conclusion is also valid for
non-sparse arrays with a large number of antennas such as
J-VLA or ALMA. In particular, it is well-known in astro-
nomical interferometry that an unlimited over-resolution
power can be achieved if the dynamic range of the obser-
vations is arbitrarily large. Indeed, the smallest resolvable
size of a source, θmin, observed with an interferometer, can
be written as (e.g., Mart´ı-Vidal, Pe´rez-Torres & Lobanov
2012)
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θmin = β
(
λc
2
)1/4(
1
S/N
)1/2
× θbeam, (1)
where S/N is the signal-to-noise ratio of the averaged vis-
ibilities; β weakly depends on the spatial distribution of
the telescopes (it tipically takes values between 0.5 and 1);
θbeam is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
synthesized beam using natural weighting; and λc depends
on the probability cutoff for a false size-detection (i.e., the
chance of measuring a small size for a source that is point-
like). The value of λc is 3.84 for a 2 σ cutoff. Equation 1
assumes that the source size is estimated directly from the
visibilities, by means of model fitting. Hence, science goals
involving observations of simple sources with sizes close to
(or smaller than) the resolution limits of the interferome-
ters, will additionally benefit when the imaging process is
avoided and the model fitting is performed on the visibili-
ties. Another advantage of model-fitting to the visibilities is
that visibilities have uncorrelated noise, whereas the noise
of neighbouring pixels in an image is correlated by the ef-
fect of the finite size of the point spread function (PSF).
Hence, a least-squares fit to the visibilities does not have
to deal with a non-diagonal covariance matrix.
Needless to say that there are many cases where the
image deconvolution is required (e.g., complex structures,
such as spiral arms or warped discs), as well as cases where
both approaches, imaging and model-fitting, lead to similar
results.
In this publication, we present uvmultifit, an
object-oriented versatile library for model-fitting to
the visibilities. To our knowledge, there are currently
five main software packages dedicated to the calibra-
tion and analysis of astronomical radio-interferometric
data. These are the Astronomical Image Processing
System (aips)2, difmap (Shepherd, Pearson & Taylor
1994), miriad (Sault, Teuben & Wright 1995), gildas3,
and the Common Astronomy Software Applications
(casa)4. All these packages have their own tools for vis-
ibility model-fitting, whose main characteristics are sum-
marized in Appendix A. In the same appendix, we com-
pare these packages to uvmultifit, and summarize some
unique features of the latter.
2. Description of uvmultifit
The uvmultifit interface is written in Python and makes
use of casapy (it depends on the casa package), although
it can be easily adapted to other interferometry software
packages (e.g., aips via ParselTongue; Kettenis et al. 2006).
It also uses a C++ extension module for least-squares fit-
ting in a multi-threading environment, which means that
parallelization is possible in a multi-core machine.
2.1. Installation and use
We distribute uvmultifit under the terms of the general
public licence (GPL); the code is open and free. The
whole package (together with its documentation) can be
2 National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO), USA
3 http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS
4 http://casa.nrao.edu
downloaded from
http://nordic-alma.se/support/software-tools
The instructions for compiling and installing the mod-
ule can be found in the documentation. After installing it,
the user starts casa and imports the uvmultifit module
(for instance under the name uvm). To perform a fit, the
user just creates a fit instance, for example,
myfit = uvm.uvmultifit(vis="myvis.ms",
model=["delta"], var=["0,0,p[0]"], p ini=[1.0])
The function uvmultifit depends on several keywords
(such as vis or model), whose meaning and syntax are
fully described in the software documentation (some basics
are given in Sect. 2.3). To access the help text, just execute
help(uvm.uvmultifit).
In the example given above, a centred delta component
will be fitted to the visibilities of the measurement set called
“myvis.ms”. After the fitting, the final values of the pa-
rameters, together with their estimated uncertainties can
be recovered by either looking at the myfit.result dictio-
nary or at the ascii file called “modelfit.dat” (created in the
current working directory).
2.2. Model-fitting algorithm
For a given set of interferometric observations, the coordi-
nates of the antenna baselines are taken for each integration
time. Then, the Fourier transform of the model of the sky
intensity distribution (weighted with a Gaussian approxi-
mation of the antenna primary beam) is computed at the
u and v coordinates of the baselines. These coordinates are
given in units of the observing wavelength. The values of
the Fourier transform, computed for each baseline, time,
and frequency channel, are taken as the model visibilities,
vmod, which are then compared to the measured visibilities,
vobs, using the χ2 statistic with
χ2 =
∑
i
∣∣∣∣v
obs
i − v
mod
i
σi
∣∣∣∣
2
.
In this equation, the index i runs over baselines, times,
and frequency channels; σi is the uncertainty of the i-th
visibility. The minimization of the χ2, as a function of
the parameters that define the model of the sky inten-
sity distribution, is performed using either the Levenberg-
Marquardt approach (Levenberg 1944) or the SIMPLEX
algorithm (Nelder & Mead 1965), depending on the choice
of the user. The parameter uncertainties are estimated from
the post-fit covariance matrix of the parameters (only if the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used), which is scaled by
a global factor so that the reduced χ2 equals its expected
value (unity).
The minimization can be performed in two ways. Either
the visibilities at all frequency channels are used together
in one single fit, or each frequency channel is fitted inde-
pendently. The user selects between these two approaches
by setting the boolean keyword named OneFitPerChannel,
which is self-explanatory (see documentation and Sect. 3 for
examples).
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We note that fitting of mosaic data involves phase shifts
and baseline re-projections, which are performed by uv-
multifit before the primary-beam corrections and the
Fourier-transforms are applied. This way, uvmultifit can
be used to fit mosaic data. However, there are two main
limitations in our mosaic-fitting algorithm, which restrict
the fit to cases when
1. all the source components are small compared with the
primary beam, and
2. the primary beam is also small, so there is no need
to perform holographic projection (i.e., w-term effects)
within a pointing.
In other words, the fit allows us to have different source
components spread over a large portion of the sky (there
is no limit for the size of the observed sky region), but the
size of each individual component must be small compared
with the telescope’s primary beam (which in turn cannot
be large; a few arc-minutes at most).
If the user needs to fit large sources to the data (sources
that cover several antenna pointings, such as ALMA ob-
servations of molecular shells in nearby evolved stars), we
have developed an extension called immultifit. With this
extension, the beam-corrected (and gridded) visibilities are
computed from both the dirty image and the image of the
PSF generated by casa, which have all the primary-beam
corrections properly applied. A fit with immultifit can
then be understood as either a fit to the gridded (and
beam-corrected) visibilities or as a fit to the dirty image, us-
ing models convolved with the PSF. For more information
about immultifit, we refer to the documentation, accessi-
ble by executing help(uvm.immultifit).
2.3. Basic syntax
The model components used to fit the sky intensity distri-
bution are provided in the keyword named model and are
specified as a list of strings. For instance, in the example
given in Sect. 2.1, the model keyword was set to [“delta”],
since the fitting model consisted of only one point source.
If the user needs to fit the sum of a point source and a
Gaussian source to the data, the model keyword should be
set to [“delta”, “Gaussian”].
Each model component used by uvmultifit depends
on several variables (which must be provided in the key-
word var). The variables for a given model component are
specified as one single string (the variables are separated by
commas within the string). The ordering of the variables is
1. Right ascension offset (RA, in arcsec).
2. Declination offset (Dec, in arcsec).
3. Total flux density (in Jy).
4. Major axis (in arcsec).
5. Axis ratio.
6. Position angle of the major axis (in degrees, from north
to east).
The last three variables are not defined for point
sources. For instance, a point source (i.e., a “delta”) located
at an offset of 5.0 arcsec to the east of the phase centre, and
with a flux density of 0.7 Jy, has its variables defined by the
string “0.5, 0., 0.7”.
Each variable of the model component(s) can be set to
an arbitrary function of the fitting parameters and the ob-
serving frequency. That is, the strings that represent the
variables can be set to any function written with Python
syntax. For the use of special functions (such as trigono-
metric or logarithmic functions) the user must call them
through numpy (which is internally loaded by uvmultifit
with the name “np”). The i-th parameter is represented by
the string “p[i]” and the observing frequency (given in Hz)
is represented by the string “nu” (see the documentation for
a more detailed explanation). For instance, the frequency
multiplied by the sine of the third fitting parameter is ex-
pressed with the string “nu*np.sin(p[3])”.
As an example for a model component, we created a
point-source whose position and flux density need to be
determined. In this case, p[0] could be the RA offset, p[1]
the Dec offset, and p[2] the flux density. The variables of
this delta model component would then be given by the
string “p[0], p[1], p[2]”. If the source is located at the phase
centre and we only need to solve for its flux density, the
variables will instead be given by the string “0, 0, p[0]”
and, in this case, the only fitting parameter, “p[0]”, will be
the flux density of the source.
2.4. Examples
Here we show some illustrative examples of model struc-
tures that can be easily implemented in uvmultifit. The
flexibility of our model-fitting software makes it possible to
build quite complicated structures from a superposition of
a few simple models. More illustrative examples and details
about the syntax of uvmultifit, are provided in the soft-
ware documentation. In the following subsections, we give
some useful examples of source models.
2.4.1. Point source with unknown position and spectral index
In this example, we only have one model component of type
“delta”. Hence,
– model = [“delta”]
– var = [“p[0], p[1], p[2]*(nu/1.e9)**p[3]”].
The parameter p[2] is the flux density at 1GHz and p[3]
is the spectral index. The other two parameters, p[0] and
p[1], are the RA offset and Dec offset, respectively.
2.4.2. Two point sources with known separation
For two point sources separated by 0.25 arcsec and
0.34 arcsec (in RA and Dec, respectively) one from the
other, but with unknown absolute positions and flux den-
sities, the corresponding model would be
– model = [“delta”, “delta”]
– var[0] = “p[0], p[1], p[2]”
– var[1] = “p[0]+0.25, p[1]+0.34, p[3]”.
Note that model is a list with the type of model com-
ponents, that is, two point sources (deltas); var[0] and
var[1] are the two strings that define the variables of the
two components (i.e., var is a list of two strings). Each
delta component has three variables (RA offset, Dec offset,
and flux density). In regard to the fitting parameters, p[0]
3
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Fig. 1. Sketches of some of the example models given in the text. mi refers to the i-th model component. (a) are the
two point sources with known (i.e., fixed) separation, although the absolute separation of the compound source can be
unknown; (b) is the ring with a point source at the centre; (c) is a disc with a hole; and (d) is a jet with synchrotron
self-absorption (the ellipses represent the FWHM of the fitting Gaussians, darker-grey tones represent lower frequencies,
and the cross marks the location of the jet base).
and p[1] are the RA and Dec offsets of the first delta, p[2]
is its flux density, and p[3] is the flux density of the second
delta. A sketch of this model is shown in Fig. 1(a).
2.4.3. Narrow ring with a delta at its centre
The absolute position of the compound source is unknown
(i.e., we fit it) and the infinitely narrow ring (of unknown
size) is assumed to be circular. The corresponding model is
– model = [“ring”, “delta”]
– var[0] = “p[0], p[1], p[2], p[3], 1, 0”
– var[1] = “p[0], p[1], p[4]*(nu/1.e9)**p[5]”.
In this case, p[0] and p[1] are the RA and Dec offsets
of the two components (delta and ring); p[2] is the total
flux density of the ring and p[3] is its diameter; p[4] is the
flux density of the delta at 1GHz; and p[5] is the spectral
index of the delta. Note that the axis ratio of the ring is
set to unity and the position angle is set to zero (although
any value of the position angle would work in this case). A
sketch of this model is shown in Fig. 1(b).
2.4.4. Disc with a hole at its centre
A circularly symmetric disc with a hole at its centre can be
built as the addition of two discs of different size; one disc
with a larger diameter, Ro, and positive flux density, Fo,
and another disc with a smaller diameter, Ri, and negative
flux density, −Fi. The total flux density of the disc with the
hole is then Fo−Fi. If the emission intensity is exactly zero
in the region of the hole, the flux density per unit beam
(i.e. the intensity) of both discs must be equal in absolute
value, so that the effect of the inner negative disc will be
the exact subtraction of the flux density from the inner side
of the larger disc. Hence, Fi is related to both Fo and the
size ratio, a = Ri/Ro, in the way
Fi = a
2Fo.
We now define p[0] as the overall flux-density of the disc
with hole, Fo−Fi; p[1] as the outer size of the disc, Ro; and
p[2] as the relative disc thickness, a. With these definitions,
we finally obtain
– model = [“disc”, “disc”]
– var[0] = “0, 0, p[0]*(1+p[2]**2), p[1], 1, 0”
– var[1] = “0, 0, −p[0]*p[2]**2, p[1]*p[2], 1, 0”.
Needless to say that if any of these parameters (Fo−Fi,
Ro, and/or a) is known, we can fix it to its exact value
(hence decreasing the number of fitting parameters). We
can also build an elliptical disc with a hole (and even solve
for its ellipticity) by changing the fifth (and sixth) variables
of both discs equally. A sketch of this model is shown in Fig.
1(c).
2.4.5. Compact AGN jet with a core-shift
In a radio-loud active galactic nucleus (AGN) whose jet
can be resolved with VLBI, the location of the peak inten-
sity in the jet (i.e., the jet core) depends on the observing
frequency. This is the so-called core-shift effect and is pro-
duced by synchrotron self-absorption (SSA) at the region
of the jet close to its base (e.g. Lobanov 1998). Basically,
SSA is higher at shorter distances to the jet base. Since
SSA decreases with increasing frequency, the peak inten-
sity at higher frequencies will be closer to the jet base. In
the case of broadband VLBI observations of the jet cores
in AGN, it may be possible to observe the core-shift effect
throughout the observed band. We model the jet core (at
a given frequency) using an elliptical Gaussian. The main
axis of the Gaussian will be oriented in the direction of the
jet, which is indeed the direction of the core-shift effect.
Since the cores at frequencies ν1 and ν2 are separated by
(Lobanov 1998)
∆r = Ω
(
1
ν2
−
1
ν1
)
, (2)
we can model the core of an AGN jet by defining the
Gaussian variables in the following way:
RA → p[0] + p[6]*(1/nu)*np.sin(p[5])
Dec → p[1] + p[6]*(1/nu)*np.cos(p[5])
Flux density → p[2]*(nu/1.e9)**p[7])
Diameter → p[3]/(nu/1.e9)**p[8])
Axis ratio → p[4]
Pos. angle → p[5]*180./np.pi .
On the one hand, the offsets in right ascension and dec-
lination of the jet base (i.e., the core at ν →∞) are p[0] and
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p[1], respectively; the flux density at 1GHz is p[2], the jet
diameter at 1GHz is p[3], the axis ratio of the core Gaussian
(assumed to be equal at all frequencies) is p[4], and the po-
sition angle of the jet (in radians and at all frequencies) is
p[5]. On the other hand, p[6] is the normalized core-shift
(i.e., Ω in Eq. 2), p[7] is the spectral index of the core, and
p[8] would be related to the jet shape (it should be set to
unity for a conical jet, which is a reasonable assumption at
cm wavelengths). A sketch of this model is shown in Fig.
1(d). We note that this model can also be used to simulta-
neously fit a set of (phase-referenced) narrow-band VLBI
observations of an AGN, taken at different frequencies (but
close by in time). In this case, the vis keyword could be
set either to a list of strings (i.e., the names of all the mea-
surement sets; one set for each frequency band) or to one
string (i.e., the name of a measurement set resulting from
the concatenation of the data at all frequencies).
3. Tests with synthetic and real data
In this section, we present some results of uvmultifit ap-
plied to both synthetic and real data. On the one hand,
we use the simulated data to compare the best-fit model
parameters with those used in the generation of the syn-
thetic visibilities. On the other hand, we use real data for
which visibility model-fitting results have previously been
reported, so that we can compare the results of uvmultifit
with those found in the literature.
3.1. Synthetic data
3.1.1. Source model
The simulated source model consists of two point-like emit-
ters separated by 1 arcsec. The declination is set to −30 deg.
We have generated fake spectra for both sources, consist-
ing of random absorption/emission lines, defined between
98GHz and 102GHz, with random strengths. The spec-
trum of one of the sources is set to be equal to that of the
other source, but with a small frequency shift. The position
of the weakest source (20mJy) is set at the phase centre of
the image and the second source (29mJy) is shifted 1 arcsec
to the west. The spectra of both sources are shown in Fig.
2 (top).
3.1.2. Simulated interferometer
To generate the synthetic visibilities, we used the casa
task simobserve. This task allows us to select different ar-
ray configurations for many interferometers (e.g., the sub-
milimeter array, SMA, or the Atacama large mm/submm
array, ALMA) and generate synthetic data for any model,
using realistic noise conditions for the antennas and the at-
mosphere. In our simulations with simobserve, we made
use of the ALMA interferometer in its compact configura-
tion at cycle 0. This configuration consists of 16 antennas
separated by a maximum baseline of ∼120m. We added
realistic noise to the data (the typical noise for the ALMA
antennas at 100GHz, according to the database used by
simobserve). This noise accounts for the system tempera-
tures of the antennas and for the atmospheric opacity. The
length of the simulated observations was set to 2 hours, cen-
tred on the source transit.
3.1.3. Results from imaging
We note that the source separation is 4–5 times smaller
than the FWHM of the restoring beam from the simulated
ALMA cycle 0 compact configuration (4.68×4.15arcsec, us-
ing Briggs weighting with a robustness parameter of 0.5).
Hence, the CLEAN image of this source is obviously point-
like. The spectrum of the single source detected in the im-
age is the combination of the spectra from the two close-by
components used in the simulation. The true spectra of the
two components are shown in Fig. 2(a) and the CLEANed
spectrum is shown in Fig. 2(b). As can be seen in the fig-
ure, the two spectra in the image plane cannot be separated.
The dynamic range achieved in the CLEANed image cube
(peak line over rms) is ∼ 50.
3.1.4. Visibility model-fitting. Locating the sources
The fit to the visibilities is performed in two steps. In the
first step, we select a subset of frequency channels cor-
responding to continuum emission and fit the data with
OneFitPerChannel=False (i.e., one single fit to all the fre-
quency channels; see the documentation for more details).
The line-free channels are selected from visual inspection
of the source spectrum (Fig. 2b). In this fit to the contin-
uum emission, the position of the strongest component is
left free, with no bounds, whereas the relative position of
the second component to the first one is bounded in RA
and Dec to be within 1 arcsec from its true value. The ini-
tial guesses of the relative coordinates are set at 0.1 and
0.2 arcsec from the true values of RA and Dec, respectively.
We note that in similar cases where the relative position
of two sources is well known (e.g., from observations with
other instruments and/or at other frequencies; see Sect. 3.2
for a real example), the strategy of parametrizing the posi-
tions of the two components as the absolute position of the
first component plus the relative position of the second one
maximizes the amount of a-priori information used in the
fit. This strategy is not possible if the analysis is performed
on the image plane using deconvolution algorithms.
3.1.5. Visibility model-fitting. Recovering the spectra
The positions estimated from the fit described in the previ-
ous section are then fixed in a second fit, where we only solve
for the fluxes of the two delta components at each spec-
tral channel (i.e., we now set OneFitPerChannel=True).
The residuals from this second fit (i.e., the difference be-
tween the true flux densities and the fitted flux densities)
are shown in Fig. 2(c). We call these quantities fitting er-
rors). We note that the positions fitted in continuum mode
only differ by about 15mas (at most) from the true posi-
tions of the sources. In addition, the spectrum of one source
is completely decoupled from that of the other, since there
is no line emission/absorption features in the fitting errors,
as shown in Fig. 2(c). The typical fitting error is around
0.5mJy for both components. We note that the flux-density
fitting errors for the strongest source are always positive,
while the errors for the weakest source are negative. These
systematics (which are about 2% of the flux density) are di-
rectly related to the small difference between the real and
the fitted positions of the sources. These small shifts map
into biases in the absolute fluxes of the individual compo-
5
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Fig. 2. Top: model flux densities used in our simulation of two close-by point sources. Delta 1 is a point source located at
the phase centre and delta 2 is a point source located 1 arcsec to the west of delta 1. Middle: spectrum of the point-like
source obtained from the image deconvolution. Bottom: difference between the simulated flux densities and those fitted
with uvmultifit.
nents, although the frequency dependence of these fluxes is
flat (so the shapes of the source spectra are not affected).
3.2. Real data
We used uvmultifit in the analysis of real data where the
science goals were critically affected by the limited spatial
resolution. As real-case examples, we show here the results
obtained from the analysis of ALMA cycle-0 data on the
lensed blazar PKS1830−2115 and VLBI data of the radio
supernova SN 1993J.
3.2.1. ALMA observations of PKS 1830−211
The separation between the two lensed images of the blazar
(one at the north-east, NE, and the other at the south- west,
SW, of the foreground galaxy) is ∼1 arcsec. However, the
5 Project ADS/JAO.ALMA#2011.0.00405.S
restoring beam of the ALMA B3 (∼90GHz) observations
is 1.5×1.9 arcsec, with a position angle of 80 deg. The two
images are thus not resolved by the synthesized beam.
Molecular absorption from the foreground lensing
galaxy is found along both lines of sight to the SW and
NE images, although with a slight offset in velocity (due to
the galactic rotation, Muller et al. 2006). Hence, this source
is qualitatively similar to the simulated source described in
Sect. 3.1.4. Indeed, we used the same fitting strategy to
extract the absorption spectra toward the NE and SW im-
ages.
The image of PKS1830−211, obtained using only one
spectral channel, is shown in Fig. 3. The location of the NE
and SW images (as estimated with uvmultifit) is marked
with crosses. We used uvmultifit to estimate the source
positions from the continuum parts of the spectra. Since
the relative position between the NE and SW images is
well-known from VLBI observations (e.g., Jin et al. 2003),
we bounded the fit of the relative positions to be within
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Fig. 3. ALMA clean image of PKS1830−211 at 93GHz
(only one spectral channel, of 977kHz width, has been
used). The FWHM of the restoring beam is shown at bot-
tom left. The best-fit position estimates for the NE and SW
images are marked with crosses.
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Fig. 4. Normalized spectra of the NE and SW images of
PKS1830−211, obtained with uvmultifit. For clarity rea-
sons, the amplitude of the NE spectrum has been multiplied
by 5 (the absorption in the NE image is much weaker than
in the SW image) and its continuum has been normalized
to 0.8.
only 10mas with respect to the VLBI-astrometry results.
After estimating the positions of the two point sources, we
fixed them and recovered the spectra of each point source
by fitting the flux densities for each spectral channel (i.e.,
the flux densities are the only fitting parameters in the last
fit). We show a fraction of the resulting spectrum in Fig.
4. The spectra from both the NE and the SW image are
completely uncorrelated. We note that if larger deviations
(of even 0.1 arcsec) are allowed in the fit of the relative po-
sition between the point sources, the final results are basi-
cally unchanged; the small changes (of ∼2%) in the best-fit
position offsets of the sources map into very small changes
(of ∼0.5%) in the fitted fluxes, but the normalized absorp-
tion spectra (Fig. 4) remain unchanged. More details about
these results will be given elsewhere (Muller at al. in prep.).
3.2.2. VLBI observations of SN1993J
Supernova SN1993J was observed with VLBI at different
frequencies for more than one decade (see Mart´ı-Vidal et al.
2011a and references therein for details), using the AGN in
M81 (hereafter M81*) as the phase calibrator. The position
of the supernova was used as a phase-reference to analyze
the frequency dependence of the structure in M81* jet, as
well as its time evolution (Mart´ı-Vidal et al. 2011b, and
references therein).
Here we show an example of a fit to the visibilities of
SN1993J, combining in one single fit data taken close by
in time at three different frequencies. We selected VLBI
observations of SN1993J at 1.7, 5.0, and 8.4GHz, taken
on 15 Nov 1997. The structure of the supernova can be
well described as a spherical shell with a thickness of ∼30%
of its radius (Mart´ı-Vidal et al. 2011a). We can construct
this spherical-shell model as the addition of two concentric
filled spheres; a larger one with a positive flux density and
a smaller one with a negative flux density. This approach
is similar to that used for the disc with a hole described in
Sect. 2.4.4.
We used the same spherical-shell model at all the three
frequencies. However, the core of the M81* jet at different
frequencies is located at slightly different positions on the
sky, due to synchrotron self-absorption (this is the basic
idea behind the AGN jet model described in Sect. 2.4.5).
Hence, the relative position between M81* and SN 1993J
depends on the observing frequency. We implemented this
case in a way similar to that described in Sect. 2.4.5.
On the one hand, the larger sphere is described with the
following variables:
– RA = “p[0] + 1.e9*p[2]*np.sin(p[3]*np.pi/180.)/nu”
– Dec = “p[1] + 1.e9*p[2]*np.cos(p[3]*np.pi/180.)/nu”
– Flux = “p[4]*(nu/2.3e9)**p[5]”
– Size = “p[6]”.
On the other hand, the RA and Dec offsets of the smaller
sphere are set to be equal to those of the larger sphere, and
the flux and size of the smaller sphere are set to
– Flux = “−(0.7**3.)*p[4]*(nu/2.3e9)**p[5]”
– Size = “0.7*p[6]”.
Here, the ratio of the inner shell radius to the outer shell
radius is set to 0.7 (Mart´ı-Vidal et al. 2011a). Parameters
p[0] and p[1] are the RA and Dec offsets of the supernova
shell centre, referred to as the jet base of M81* (see Eq. 2);
parameter p[2] is the normalized core-shift of M81* (i.e., Ω
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in Eq. 2) in units of arcsecGHz−1; parameter p[3] is the po-
sition angle of the core shift in M81* (which should be equal
to the direction of the jet, if we do not consider the precess-
ing motion reported in Mart´ı-Vidal et al. 2011b); parame-
ter p[4] is proportional to the flux density at 2.3GHz, and
p[5] is the spectral index of the shell; finally, p[6] is the size
of the shell, assumed to be equal at all frequencies.
The simultaneous fit to the three datasets gives us a
core shift of 2.05 ± 0.13masGHz−1 (the fit was bounded
between 0 and 10masGHz−1). This value is consistent
with the core shift reported in Mart´ı-Vidal et al. (2011b)
from the analysis of all the available VLBI epochs (1.75 ±
0.20masGHz−1). In addition, our estimate of the position
angle of the core shift is 62 ± 4 deg. (the fit was bounded
between 0 and 180 degrees), compatible with the direc-
tion of the M81* jet (which is precessing between 60 and
70 degrees). Finally, our estimate of the shell radius is
3.23 ± 0.02mas, which is also compatible with the values
reported in Mart´ı-Vidal et al. (2011a) for the same epochs
(i.e., model-fitting average of 3.00 ± 0.15mas for the dif-
ferent frequencies6), and the estimated spectral index is
−0.83± 0.01, also in agreement with previous reports. The
simultaneous fit of the data at the three different frequen-
cies, made with uvmultifit, improves the precision of the
estimated quantities in all cases. However, this strategy can
be applied as long as the structure of the supernova shell
is similar at all frequencies (this condition does not hold at
later epochs, Mart´ı-Vidal et al. 2011a).
This fit may be still further complicated by also adding
the visibilities of M81*. We could then describe M81* as
a new model component: a frequency-dependent Gaussian,
using the model described in Sect. 2.4.5. Then, the major
axis of this Gaussian would be set to be aligned (by means
of the core-shift effect) to the frequency-dependent position
shifts of the supernova shell.
4. Some tips and tricks
Here we show a list of some tips for a better use of uv-
multifit. For a more in-depth discussion, please read the
documentation.
– We have developed a graphical user interface (GUI),
based in Qt/PySide7, where the user can set all
the properties and parameters of the fit. The GUI
also plots the values of the fitted parameters as
a function of frequency (when the fit is made
with OneFitPerChannel=True) and shows their val-
ues after the fit (when the fit is performed with
OneFitPerChannel=False). The user can execute the
GUI by running the function GUI() of the package. We
note, though, that the GUI is currently in beta version
(tested on casa version 4.1). The code of the GUI can
be downloaded from the same location as the code of
the main module.
6 Mart´ı-Vidal et al. (2011a) used a model of a shell with ab-
sorption by the ejecta. They noted that the absorption by the
ejecta maps into slightly smaller size estimates.
7 Distributed under the LGPL license. We provide a pre-
compiled version for Linux (64 bit). For other platforms, the
user should install the PySide module by him/herself (install it
for Python 2.6, which is the version used by casa up to version
4.1).
– If the dataset is large and there are many spectral chan-
nels, it may be a good idea to average the data in time
(this can be done on-the-fly; see the documentation),
as long as the time-smearing effects are small. The user
could also restrict the fit to only the spectral channels
of interest and/or reduce the spectral resolution (i.e.,
increase the chanwidth parameter) if possible.
– There may be cases where the user needs to combine
datasets at different frequencies, but the relative
astrometry among the different datasets is not very
precise. In these cases, the user can define position
offsets with fitting parameters that are turned on just
for a set of frequencies. For instance, a RA offset
defined as
“p[0] + p[1]*(np.abs(nu - 1.e9)<1.e8)”
will fit the offset as p[0] + p[1] for frequencies between
0.9 and 1.1GHz, and just as p[0] for the rest of fre-
quencies. More complex logical expressions can also be
provided.
– FITS files or casa model images (e.g., the *.model di-
rectories generated after running CLEAN) can be used
as fixed models in the fitting; the user can either fix
these models completely (so they will be effectively
subtracted from the data before the fit), or fit their
overall flux density to any function of the frequency
and/or the fitting parameters. To read an image as a
set of delta components, the user can call the function
modelFromClean().
– We must note that there are no kinematics (i.e., line
profiles) implemented in any of the models listed in
Table A.2. This is a common limitation of all the
visibility-fitting packages. However, uvmultifit allows
us to overcome this limitation in some cases, since it is
possible to define arbitrary frequency-dependent model
structures. For instance, an expanding bubble with line
emission can be modelled as a ring with a frequency-
dependent size (in this case, the size would depend
quadratically on the observing frequency).
Advanced use of uvmultifit
In addition to the best-fit values of the fitting parame-
ters, uvmultifit also returns a uvmultifit object, whose
properties (e.g., model components, variables, and/or fit-
ting parameters) can be changed by the user. This ob-
ject has a fit() function, which allows the user to re-fit
the data several times, without the need of re-loading and
re-averaging the dataset each time. This will be specially
useful when working with large datasets to check, e.g., for
variability at different time scales and/or to compare the
fitting quality of different models in an efficient way. In the
software documentation, we give an example of the use of
uvmultifit for the study of time variability during the
extent of an interferometric observation.
5. Summary
We have presented uvmultifit, an object-oriented combi-
nation of Python and C++ modules that allow the user to
fit astronomical interferometric data as an arbitrary combi-
nation of different model components. The user can define
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any algebraic relationship among the variables that define
the different components, so that relatively complex struc-
tures can be parametrized from a wise combination of sim-
ple source intensity distributions.
The fits can be performed in two main modes, namely,
to each independent frequency channel or to all frequencies
at once. In any of these cases, the variables that define
the models can explicitly depend on the frequency in an
arbitrary way.
We showed some examples of complex source struc-
tures that can be parametrized with uvmultifit, and
checked the code against simulated and real observations.
The object-oriented structure of uvmultifit, combined
with the run-time compilation of the models and the
powerful scripting capabilities of casa (and eventually
ParselTongue, if uvmultifit is adapted for its use in aips)
make uvmultifit a powerful tool for an advanced model-
fitting of astronomical interferometric observations. Using
this code to determine time variability at different time
scales, compare different fitting models of the same dataset,
and/or define complex source structures as the addition of
different model components, with complex algebraic rela-
tionships among them, will be easy, fast, and efficient.
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Appendix A: Short summary of current visibility
model-fitting tools
The main software packages currently used to calibrate and
analyse standard astronomical radio-interferometric data
are aips, difmap, miriad, gildas, and casa. All these
packages have their own tools for visibility model-fitting,
whose main characteristics are summarized in Table A.1.
The model components (i.e., sky intensity distributions)
that can be used in these packages are listed in Table A.2.
The most commonly used components in all packages are
the point source, the Gaussian, the disc, and the uniform
(optically thin) filled sphere. Other sky intensity distribu-
tions such as rings, bubbles, or an exponential radial de-
crease are less commonly offered. uvmultifit implements
all the models listed in Table A.2. We note that the main
advantage of uvmultifit, compared with the other pack-
ages, is the possibility of handling generic algebraic re-
lationships among the variables that define the different
model components. Generic functions of the observing fre-
quency can also be used. In Sect. 3.1.3, we show some exam-
ples of this feature. uvmultifit also gives the possibility
of working with mosaic data, corrects for primary-beam ef-
fects8, and minimizes the effect of bandwidth smearing by
re-projecting the baselines in Fourier space for each spectral
channel; this is especially useful for wide-band interfero-
metric observations (where the bandwidth is a considerable
fraction, 5% or more, of the observing frequency).
8 This is currently limited to homogeneous arrays, and the
approximation of the beam shape is computed from the antenna
diameters.
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Table A.1. Currently available interferometry model-fitting tools (Y = YES; N = NO)
Package Wide-band # comp. Spectral index Mosaic Generic vars.
casa (uvmodelfit) Y 1 N N N
aips (uvfit/slime) N 60 N N N
difmap (modelfit) Y ∞1 Y N N
miriad (uvfit) N ∞ Y2 N N
gildas (uvfit) N 4 N N N
uvmultifit Y ∞ Y3 Y Y3
Notes. Wide-band stands for baseline re-projection of each frequency channel to avoid bandwidth smearing; # comp. is the
largest allowed number of simultaneous components in the fit; spectral index stands for the possibility of fitting spectral indices
to the components; mosaic stands for the posibility of dealing with observations of a given source with different phase centres
(i.e., pointings); and generic vars. stands for the possibility of using generic functions to tie the variables among the different
components.
1 The ellipticity of all the fitted extended components must coincide.
2 The spectral index is not fitted, but estimated from the post-fit model parameters.
3 A generic frequency dependence is allowed.
Table A.2. Available model components (Y = YES; N = NO)
Package delta disc Gaussian ring bubble sphere expo power−2 power−3
casa (uvmodelfit) Y Y Y N N N N N N
aips (uvfit/slime) Y N Y N N Y1 N N N
difmap (modelfit) Y Y Y Y N Y N N N
miriad (uvfit) Y Y Y Y Y1 Y N N N
gildas (uvfit) Y Y Y Y Y N Y1 Y1 Y1
uvmultifit Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Notes. delta refers to a point source; disc to a uniformly bright disk; ring to an infinitely narrow ring; sphere refers to an optically
thin uniform filled sphere; bubble to a uniform spherical surface; expo refers to an exponential radial decrease; power−2 refers to a
radial, r, decrease like ∝ (r2 + r20)
−1 (in this case, the fitted flux is the integral from r = 0 to r = r0); and power−3 refers to a
radial decrease like ∝
(
1 + (22/3 − 1) (r/r0)
2
)
−3/2
1 No ellipticity is allowed.
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